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Can we make this the cookie opt-in. Text “We use cookies, just like the other pages you visited today, to give 
you the best experience.”

Logo included as attachment. Text should read “ BUILD SMART DASHBOARDS” font is Poppins Bold
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Would it be possible to halve the height of this gap?

Great
“Complete Beginner Course to Build Data Dashboards”

Image file 3556960

Great View course details

We help people with data to build dashboards from scratch 
using Google Data Studio.



Can we change this to the logos for Google Data Studio, Google Analytics, Google Sheets, Google Ads, 
Google Big Query, Microsoft Excel,  MySQL, YouTube.

“A little about your next teacher”

“I love helping people power up in data. Data is such
an important tool and it can sometimes be daunting to 
get started. That’s why I started this course: I  want 
you to have a fun and friendly way to get to know your 
data better and learn from your data for the first 
time.”

“About page”

Jess
Your next teacher

I’ll don’t know what to put here yet, let’s leave it as the template image so long.



“THE COURSE”

“Start learning about Google Data Studio dashboards”

“This course will take you from early planning stages
through building a dashboard and then to the data 
lifecycle and how to share your dashboard ”

“Your first process                       Design best practises
Bring in your own data               Build your dashboard”

Great

Can you please make 2 more rows 
of these? I have 8 modules for the 
course. Can it be 2 rows of 3 and 
then a row of 2 boxes? 
All modules are beginner level. 

FRONT END can be:
1. Planning
2. Planning
3. Preparation
4. Preparation
5. Preparation
6. Build
7. Guard
8. Guard

Module title can be:
1. Define goals
2. Draft dashboard
3. Where is my data?
4. Connecting your data
5. More complex modelling
6. Build your dashboard
7. Share it
8. Lifecycle plan



Lets leave this section as it is. I don’t have anything to put here yet. 

START NOW

Instant access to the full course

Join our data dashboards course to start learning from your data.

Start learning


